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HAMPTONS TELEVISION® COVERAGE OF THE
44th HAMPTON CLASSIC HORSE SHOW
Southampton, New York—WVVH-TV UHF/HDTV Channel 50 and Cablevision Channel 78, Verizon FiOS Channel 14
is the official television station of the HAMPTON CLASSIC HORSE SHOW. WVVH-TV is the largest local TV station
reaching millions of homes from Montauk to Manhattan and worldwide on the web.
WVVH-TV, Hamptons TV® station owners and inventors Greg and Ernie Schimizzi have been at it again, tinkering on
their latest improvement to delivering WVVH-TV to the widest possible audience. WVVH has been streaming its TV
station since 2004. APPLE product users too can see our great shows 24/7 on their hand held devices by logging on to
www.wvvh.com/apple.html Easy, simple, one click does it all! Free Delivery!
WVVH-TV will be providing over 40 hours of coverage of the Hampton Classic including live coverage of Grand Prix
Sunday. WVVH-TV will again activate its permanent Lightpath fiber optic link between the Bridgehampton Hampton
Classic Show Grounds and the WVVH-TV studios in Wainscott, New York to bring the excitement of the Hampton
Classic live in digital quality to WVVH-TV’s viewers, an unprecedented commitment for coverage of a live sports event
by a New York television station.
The TV coverage is hosted by Ernie Schimizzi and experienced equestrian commentator and Olympic Medalist Peter
Leone of Greenwich, CT. Peter Leone achieved a lifelong dream in 1996 when he represented the United States in the
Atlanta Olympic Games and helped the U.S. win the team Silver Medal. He has extensive experience as an on camera
equestrian commentator and will add his first-hand knowledge as a participant and teacher of the sport to this worldwide
broadcast.
A worldwide audience can watch on WVVH-TV’s exclusive webstream broadcast by logging on at
www.hamptonclassic.tv The Hampton Classic Horse Show is the most prestigious hunter/jumper horse shows in the
nation. With more than 1400 horses exhibited, the Classic is not only a sporting event of major proportions, but also one
of the most extravagant social events of the summer.
The 44th ANNUAL HAMPTON CLASSIC HORSE SHOW will begin on August 25 through September 1, Grand Prix
Sunday. WVVH-TV will provide live coverage of competition and events from 1:00-5:00PM daily. Nightly specials will
recap each day’s activities from 8:00-10:00PM.
“This will be our 24th year producing live TV coverage from the Hampton Classic. We were awarded Best Locally
Produced Sports Programming at the 2016 New York State Broadcasters Convention for this premier equestrian event.
Our viewers love our live programs and prime-time specials. WVVH-TV is committed to providing the best in locally
produced television for a community that enjoys only the highest standards of quality. The Hampton Classic on WVVHTV fulfills that commitment to excellence and more,” stated Greg Schimizzi, Chairman, WVVH-TV.

